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Dear reader,
First of all, thank you for opening this journal. Whether
you are a contributor, know a contributor, or just happened
to pick this up, we appreciate you giving us this chance to
show you what we think is some top-notch undergraduate art
and literature.
You may notice that this issue only has a small handful of
“traditional” fictional short-stories. We decided to allow this
issue to be more poetry and image-heavy, and we have been
finding more and more pieces that blend between poetry and
prose in form—something that I find artistically exciting and
intriguing. The poetry editors and I had a bit of a field day
when deciding on the poems, making this issue one of the
more thicker ones in recent years. It is our hope that you find
something that delights or excites you on every page.
On a more personal note, I’m sad to say that this is my last
issue with Underground. Leaving Underground feels like dropping your child off at their first college dorm; you feel loss at
the separation, but you know they are about to grow and have
some amazing experiences. I am excited to leave this journal
in the hands of my friend and colleague, Cayce Tiedemann, as
well as returning staff members who I have had the pleasure
of getting to know during my tenure here. I know you all will
do fantastic things next year and in years to come.
All best,
Grace Aldis
Editor in Chief
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XENA WOLF

scene
i. curtain’s up on heat.
do you see it peeling
sunbake skin and empty paint?
scissors scrape me raw and
black curls arrange
like art at my feet.
ii. exeunt as one.
our artful feet silent
combing through grass
trodden color in our wake.
above: a moon, if you stare
long enough at the sun.
iii. intermission please.
doesn’t every open eye
deserve a break?
rest now beneath
a blazing spotlight
shutting down with ease.
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JUSTINE HIGGINS

The Way
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KIMBERLY RAMOS

Bonebreaker
Last night I rode my old bike,
the rusty red one, creaking
in spokes and spades, aces flying off
its tires. I’m tired, rolled back and forth all
hours because I didn’t have anyone
to crowd me. I’m drowning in down comforter.
The bike, the rusty red one,
recurring. I ride it center-street with semis rumbling
towards me, but I don’t move, I race headlong into collision.
Before we make contact—kiss of car doors—
psychic energy tosses the beautiful obscurance sidewards.
Survival adorns me in adrenaline. A drink of disappointment
for missing the paint scrapes
of passion. Leaves me wanting to
dimple dents in something, to hear the metallic scream
of touching. A circle of stalled cars asks me
why I ride something so vulnerable.
Because the closeness of destruction along the dark
spaces in the ribs sounds like a bass beat
to the sharp flick of a wheel, of handlebars.
I never wear a helmet because I want to know
if my brain bleeds beeline light like the twin beams
of eyes on a lonely backroad.
Because I want my first hit and run to be a good one.
Euphoric spin into gashes,
glass in my eyelashes.
They say once you learn how to ride a bike
you never forget.
They’re right. I am notoriously good at balancing.
I just want to be broadsided
in the middle of the night, want to be knocked clean off the sleepy
suburban streets. I’ve never even broken a bone.
Won’t you break a bone for me?
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Random Lines That Were Crossed Out
of a Diary
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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I stay up until 5 a.m. on nights I have to be up by 5 a.m.
Mornings are so cold. I don’t know how to be warm anymore. I’m forgetting what people feel like, which is to say I
am forgetting what I could feel like with someone.
I like chicken wings and ice cream, but not at the same
time, you know?
Humans are meant to touch. We’re supposed to hold
each other.
The elephant was holding its own tail.
I fall so fast.
I decided to stay home instead of living on campus.
When I get sick of my family, I runaway to college. When
I get sick of college, I run back home. I have mastered the
art of never handling anything, and I think I’m a pro at it.
I wanted the freedom to decide how much of both worlds
I could handle.
I want to be so close to someone I can’t distinguish myself
from them.
I think that line could sum up my life. I think I’m a
genius for thinking it.
He walks off and I just sit there, trying not to remember
homecoming.
I don’t have a psychologist right now, but I used to. And
we would play a game where I had to decide whether or
not a thought is healthy.
Ashton drives with one hand. I really hate when people
do that actually, but I don’t want to be impolite.
I walk to class alone. I sit among people. We talk. We
laugh, but I am alone.
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–
–
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–
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That thought probably wasn’t healthy, but I can’t stop
thinking it.
I can’t stop reading stories about love. Books, online
stories, movies, songs, anything to distract myself from
the fact that I am alone and I have been for years. I can’t
breathe over the loneliness. I’m sorry I keep mentioning it.
I’m sorry.
I go to a cultural discussion on free speech and participation in our community. A cutegirl sits beside me. I hold
my breath.
I want to ask her what her name is.
Her hair flows like curtains over an open window when
the breeze starts. I want to ask her if she knows that. How
beautiful she is.
I don’t say anything. I just lean back and let other
people speak.
Take the hint.
Get away from me.
I’m fine, I tell myself. He’s gone.
Am I suffocating you?
Since that day, I’ve never quite enjoyed the taste of pizza.
Scratchy beards make my skin crawl.
I wonder how much longer.

SHANICE FELIX
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UGONNA-ORA OWOH

Boy with Empty Miracle
Sunrise is my alibi every time God capitalizes
the night & never ghost
Sink me prude
what man am I
if I temple my dream
church my body &
let no man reel me into sacrilege
My tongue burns to admit
incense smoke
my urge tickles like bell
produce semen as holy water
I house more silence
than turning my tongue into God’s sacred tabernacle
I’m erotic to the air & how it fills me with smoke
My pair of lungs gets attacked
I cough
appendix is a sin for kissing my lungs
I go unholy
my kneel begs at the footage of God’s bitterness
I shrug out of my nightgown during the solemnity I walk
through the stairs to the chapel & get the whorish note to
evade as prayer intentions
Saints & angels are my winged witness
I dribble
& I don’t get clean for God’s hollowness is
my biggest violence
I don’t walk away from it empty
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JONATHAN AUSTIN MCDANIEL

Lights of Many Paths
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JOEY ARONHALT

Untitled I
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ALLISON STEVICK

Lemon Zest
Perhaps it was in forgetting the afternoon
that I remembered the mourning.
The day was hot, the falls cold. I water-colored
teddy bears, dipping my brush into the stream.
You were a lemon—ripe for the picking, ready
for peeling; juice rolling down a child’s face.
“I told you that you wouldn’t like it,” Mother said.
“I do,” stubbornness replied with puckered mouth.
It is with age we grow to love bitterness:
our morbid enjoyment born only after
we have lost faith in forget-me-nots.
“Roses will grow here,” you told me, planting
all along the riverbank. I believed you,
even though you planted petals instead of seeds.
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XANDRA KASTE

The Almond Tree

Someone or something had stolen the almond tree in the
night. Lisa blinked her bleary eyes and squinted in disbelief
through the foggy glass of the kitchen window. She rubbed
the pane vigorously with the sleeve of her bathrobe, squinted
again, then hefted the window open, but there was no mistaking it. The almond tree was gone. She chewed the inside of
her cheek, panic making her bite down hard enough to
draw blood.
Wrapping her robe around herself more tightly, she slipped
on muddy boots and stumbled outside. Traces of snow still
caught in the untrimmed tufts of new grass and on the shady
side of the house, the stark white making the paint look
dingy. The wind nipped at her swollen nose as she blundered
over to the yawning hole in her lawn.
Patrick loved that tree.
She stood for several minutes, hugging herself, then set
about to look for its corpse, scrabbling through the tall grass,
peering into the neighbors' yards, interrogating a zitty teenager
on his bicycle, who laughed at her. Laughed.
It had disappeared, leaving another hole. She hunched
against the cold in her threadbare pink robe for a moment
then realized how she must look to the neighbors and
scurried back into the house. She sat down at the side table
in the kitchen, the one with the plastic landline and the little
mirror on the wall, daintily, she painted her lips with the tube
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of drug store lipstick and adjusted her blond hair. Her fingers
hovered above the phone, and her breath quickened. An old
framed photo of Patrick that sat next to the phone stared up
at her. He loved that tree. She shook cobwebs off the landline
but didn’t dial.
She imagined herself explaining the situation very articulately to the dispatcher. But he would laugh at her. She knew
it. They always laughed. She always had to do everything
herself.
Grabbing a flashlight from the kitchen closet, Lisa set off
to look for clues. She stalked around the hole, examining the
ground for any sign of footprints or trailing dirt, but there
was nothing. She sat on the edge of the hole, her legs dangling, and pointed the flashlight down. Its weak yellow beam
couldn’t seem to find the bottom. She leaned in further, lost
her balance, and fell into the hole.
It was deeper than she had thought, and she skidded along
the sloped side, landed with a thud that jarred her knees and
ankles, and stumbled backward into stomach sickening empty
space. Blinking in the sudden darkness, she found she had
fallen into a tunnel that branched off the hole.
This shock took the wind out of her more than the fall. It
was so improbable, the only explanation was that she was hallucinating, but when she laboriously stood up and scrambled
partially out of the hole, the sun still shone, the houses across
the way still stood, and her lawn was still the neighborhood
embarrassment. The only thing different was Lisa now had a
tunnel off the hole in her yard, where their almond tree
had been.
She slid back into the hole and waved the flashlight at the
tunnel, eying its dimensions, wondering if a small almond
tree had possibly been sucked down into it and if she was
brave enough to consider following it.
As if ordained by God, a shaft of light fell on a single almond
blossom a few feet down the tunnel. Still, Lisa trembled at
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the thought of following the tunnel which led to the center
of the earth or a government experiment for all she knew, but
Patrick loved that tree.
With one last look at the sunlight peeping through the
hole, she began to pick her way through the rough uncertain
darkness of the tunnel, with only the weak beam of the flashlight in her hand.
After a few minutes of panic, she regulated her breathing.
She could stand up, but every so often her hair would mix
with the loose dirt of the ceiling releasing a ripe, wet smell,
and the floor was interspersed with roots that caught at her
feet.
The tunnel continued at a slight tilt, by her estimation,
farther than her house, and although for a while she expected
a dead end every step, it never came. Every so often, she
would note what must be directly above her. Here was the
playground at the outer edges of the neighborhood, where
the teens gathered to smoke weed or shoot up, here was the
discount grocery store, here the highway—she felt a rumble.
The tunnel itself encased her in a gentle, warm damp that
permeated her nostrils, eased her panic, and put her into a
dreamlike state where her mind stopped racing for explanations.
The flashlight’s weak light sputtered and died, and Lisa
found herself in a darkness so absolute it made no difference
if her eyes were open or closed.
It knocked the wind out of her, but as she stood gasping in
fear, she knew she couldn't turn around. Their almond tree
was somewhere farther along that tunnel. She began to shuffle
her way in the direction she was headed, her palms flat against
the walls.
She moved like a sleepwalker now, her eyes creating patterns
of light.
They had planted the tree not so many years ago, a small
sapling, Patrick’s wedding gift to her. They had stood in the
yard, arms wrapped around each other’s waists, their spindly
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forms reflected in the tree’s awkward stance, their bodies
entwined together like vines, the wood of their home as new
and shiny as the tree’s virgin bark.
When light began to flicker in the distance, she could not
at first distinguish it from her imaginings, but as she walked
on, it became so bright that she could no longer ignore it as a
trick of her eyes. Her pace picked up now that she could see
the ground again until she was almost running.
The tunnel remained unchanged until she turned a corner
in the path and stumbled into a bright empty space.
Her eyes struggled to adjust to the dazzling white light, but
even when they had she kept blinking. She was in a cavern,
brilliantly lit by floodlights that were posted like sentinels
along the wall. The space they illuminated was thick with
trees. Lisa felt as if she was in a forest at night by the light of a
full moon. Their roots made the ground lumpy under
her feet.
She felt sick with the new development, so abrupt and
monumental after she had finally adjusted to the tunnel. She
couldn't grasp the scope of the cavern even as she craned her
neck and spun. Tentative, she stepped forward, watching her
feet, to pick up a fallen almond caught between the roots of
the trees in front of her.
Somewhere, within the thicket of trees that were dense
enough to block her vision, was their almond tree.
Clutching the almond, she set out, weaving between the
heavy barked trees, her eyes dancing to and fro, trying to find
her tree among so many. The thick smell of sweet decay coated
her mouth, and she felt small within the trees that grew denser
and denser.
Climbing through a place where two trees had grown into
one, her foot connected with one of the trunks and sank
into it. She kicked her foot free, leaving a hole. Lisa stooped
and peered into the trunk. It was hollow. She stood up and
through a narrow space between trunks, she glimpsed
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a stone house.
Scraping her back, Lisa edged through the trees that grew
so close now that they almost created a wall and stumbled
out into the clearing. She looked up at the house constructed
from hewn boulders that looked as if they could have only
been mounded by giants.
It was a primitive, raw place, where something horrifying
and ancient might live.
Sweat dripped from Lisa’s armpits. She turned away, but
the wall of trees derided her, and she felt tears jump to her
eyes as she realized she would never find the almond tree
without help. Her heart thumping, Lisa approached the door
and knocked. It took a long while for someone to answer the
door. Lisa couldn’t imagine whoever lived here often had
visitors. When the door did open, it opened only a crack, not
wide enough for Lisa to have any clue to the inhabitant.
Lisa cleared her throat. “I’ve come for my tree. My almond
tree.” The door creaked open, and Lisa escorted herself in.
The woman who had opened the door was roughly Lisa’s
own size and maybe ten years her elder, with a wiry build and
matted dark curly hair. Her skin was dark and rough, and her
eyes were disconcertingly light, far apart, and lopsided. Lisa’s
own eyes darted between first one and then the other. The
interior was candlelit, casting shadows over their faces and
creating a smoky haze.
The woman’s stare made Lisa very aware of her ragged
pinkish robe, and she clutched it tighter across her chest. The
woman was neither welcoming or aggressive, giving Lisa only
silence and an unwavering stare.
Lisa fell over her own words. “The tunnel from my tree
came here. My almond tree. You stole my tree!” her voice
broke.
The woman reached out her hand and patted Lisa once on
the shoulder, then turned without a word and disappeared to
a darker area of the hovel.
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Lisa was thrown off balance by the gesture. Was the woman
retrieving a weapon? Should she follow her? Her bravery failed
her, and she decided instead to just wait and see what happened.
She looked for a place to sit: there were a few lumpy armchairs, but they were heaped with books. Lisa picked one of
these up and flipped open the cover. Dirt fell onto her hands.
Inside, a botanical drawing. She looked at the spine: a library
book, water stained and torn. She picked up another one and
opened it. This one was a notebook filled with drawing of
dead trees. Her finger brushed the page and the light markings
smeared.
The woman returned, holding a cup of tea. Lisa closed the
book with a snap. The woman said nothing and gave Lisa the
tea. She smelled, Lisa noticed, like the rotting wood of the
outside, and her nails were cracked and weathered and filled
with dirt.
Lisa hastily found a clear seat to wedge herself into. The
woman stared out the small hole in the wall that acted as
a window. Lisa took a few sips of the burning tea. It was
earthy and sharp. A wood shaving floated across the top.
Unexpectedly, she felt peace.
It almost felt rude to bring the tree up again, but Lisa
tried. “Would you please tell me if you’ve seen my tree.” She
waited a moment before adding, “It has sentimental value.”
The woman shook her head slowly.
Lisa clutched the tea in her hands. “It’s all I have left of my
husband,” she blurted out. “He disappeared, but he always
said in his letters that he’d meet me where the almond tree
bloomed. Please.”
Crying a little now, she knew she was a pathetic sight. She
had known it as she confided her story to her neighbors, to
the check-out ladies at the grocery store, to the little girl who
had knocked on her door selling cookies. She relied on it.
The woman appeared unmoved. She remained staring
out the window, never quite looking at her. Lisa grew angry.
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“Does that mean nothing to you? It was our wedding night.”
Lisa remembered sitting on the lawn in the moonlight when
it had bloomed for the first time, in her pink bathrobe, eating
the almonds by the handful. She had eaten so many that their
sweetness had made her sick, and she had lain the whole
night on the bathroom floor, exhausted from throwing up.
The woman’s eyes twitched to the back of the house.
Lisa grasped the gesture, flew to the door, and yanked it
open. She ran wildly out into the clearing, turned, and sped
behind the house.
Their almond tree was there in a huge wheelbarrow. The
blossoms, illuminated to patches of glowing white by the stark
lighting.
As she lunged toward it, the woman’s heavy hand fell again
on her shoulder. Lisa wrenched herself from the woman’s
grasp and kept running. She didn't know how she would
outrun the woman, let alone carry the tree, but her adrenaline
urged her forward. The tree seemed to spark in the light, and
she brushed her hand across it, then turned, her arms outspread.
The woman stood facing her. She looked different in this
harsh light. Her skin was unnaturally rough and discolored.
The muscles in her arms were taught. Lisa used her body as a
shield for the delicate almond tree.
The woman stepped forward, and Lisa crouched, ready to
spring, but then a sound came from the woman’s cracked and
peeled lips. Lisa strained to understand it.
“Dead.”
Lisa tensed, but the woman pointed at the tree behind her.
“Dead.”
“No, no, it’s not. It’s not dead.”
The woman put her hand on Lisa’s head and turned her
to look at the tree. The plastic leaves and cloth flowers were
more obvious in this light. Lisa felt her head lighten as the
woman tugged off her blonde wig, and she snatched it back
then slumped against the tree and shook silently until her
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teeth rattled.
The woman took a shovel that was leaning beside the
house and dug, as Lisa trembled and hugged the tree. She
came and lifted the tree from Lisa’s grasp and planted it in
the soil. Then she lifted Lisa in her capable arms, sat her in a
hole next to the almond tree, and gently shoveled dirt on top
of her.
Lisa found, if she stretched out her fingers, she could wrap
her hand around one of the almond tree’s roots.
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SARAH LINTAKOON

Smoke
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SARAH LINTAKOON

Noise
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ARIS KIAN

B-Side
“Let there be song,” & thus was the rhythm
that bumps & grinds against the dark. There was no word
for it yet, but good was the closest to groove we could get
without a bassline, & what else could come of black
but a beat that builds itself from formless earth to empty
air? There was no one to watch it stumble over the surface,
so it two-stepped through the static, every scratch
another word unspoken & isn’t dance the good stories
our words couldn’t tell anyways? Your gospel I know:
that which puts our black between the slabs
of wooden stakes until it cries out a new song.
You can have your day back. Give me everything
the light hasn’t touched. The rhythm, the darkness,
the grooves of studded vinyl spilling black into the sea.
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VICTOR SLEDGE

Fleeing Reflections
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JOEY ARONHALT

Untitled II
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KATYA ZINN

Prufrock’s Pants
I have not yet the sands
for castles. Dark it bears
the scars of hands forgotten
decades measured wrists and fists
still sinking, never sculptor
never quiet for their
whispered work. There’s a tile
on the bathroom floor of my childhood
home I still think about sometimes:
stained by the reflection of a lone
infrared bulb—like a portal to distant,
sanguine shores; I waited (forehead
flush against its violent softness)
trickling seconds I crouched naked,
dripping there in darkness, dreamed
of diving headlong into that bloody
beach; my mother’s knuckles urgent
at the doorway: you should be out
of there by now, and though I’ve
grown some, yes, and hardened,
though bleached by sun and shadow,
am not quite the shade that pours
through temporal glass, nor painted
on a man
called Alfred’s flannel trousers—
yet.
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KATYA ZINN

self-portrait as the cvs bag impaled by a tree
branch in an arlington heights parking lot
it’s expected a need to be useful
would mean getting yourself used
but would you see me the same if you knew
before my insides were zoloft and sugar—
free red bull, they were nothing at all?
it’s not emptiness i run from; it’s nothingness
inside empty places. up here, where my ribbon innards
flutter transparent in frozen silence; where bald twigs
drag fingernail revolts spine-bent across slate winter sky
i’m starting to see (i’ve often said i do my best
thinking in trees) why letting go makes more
a litterer of you than garbage of me. you say i’m
too delicate to hold onto for long (apparently transparent
in my attempts to contain) but lest we mistake flimsiness
for willingness to be degraded, you should know i never
pretended to be but a hole, and there was always finite time
a hole stretched so thin could be
handled.
and now you’ve cast me aside, i can finally decide
if disembowelment is really so much worse than
more of your baggage. and it’s true, i’d be lying if i said
i didn’t miss your touch, or i wouldn’t still smile and say
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HAVE A NICE DAY 
if i saw you go by, but once
i cried for 15 minutes in a strip mall parking spot to the
musical stylings of jeff buckley
as i watched the wind rapture my body from the pavement;
i’ve never pretended to have
situationally-appropriate emotional responses in the bag, so to
speak, but still, there was a
certain wistful something in that cold & broken hallelujah of
air in polyethylene, the way
i grazed that pigeon carcass by the bus stop; rose with such
haunting grace
to kiss the awning
of the 24-hour laundromat.

KATYA ZINN
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ALLEY FRANKE

Roly-Polies
when I was younger
we had a big deck in the backyard
and grass that rolled out
for miles
and a playhouse—
the ladder always covered
in spider webs
we were too scared to climb up
i smell the earth underneath me
(mud and a sprinkler
roly-polies and caterpillars)
i feel the wind carry whispers
to the bench underneath the big tree
spiders were everywhere back then
on the bench and in the shed
animals lived under the deck with them—
one time my father was bit
and his leg swelled up
in that same world
i thought i could grow a new tree
with the seeds that fell from it—
but they were just shells
dead
and i would forget to remember
that i planted them
as soon as i was called inside for dinner
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JUSTINE HIGGINS

Organs of the Universe
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OLIVIA BARRETT

Siren
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JESSICA THORNTON

Elegy with Carly Rae Jepsen Lines
after Fargo Tbakhi
When you get this message, call me. I found one of your
t-shirts under my bed, the red one from the camp counselor
summer. I held it to my face hoping to catch whatever scent
was left. Call me, call me, call me—maybe it would be best if
I put my phone on do not disturb. Missing you is my god.
There was a mountain I used to watch—where did it go? It’s
hard to look right at you when even the blackberry seeds caught
between your teeth are the things I envy. Everything I lose
goes somewhere. When the clouds part to reveal soft blue, I
glimpse where it must be. When you get there, call me. Your
mom invited me over for dinner tonight. Do you think
the person who discovered the first chameleon immediately
started missing it? Where you think you’re going, baby? You are
the adult tooth that never grew in. Before you came into my life, I
missed you so bad. I missed you so, so bad.
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SHELBEY WINNINGHAM

Toast in the Machine
The machine in my kitchen reflects the early morning light.
It is blinding. Standing in the corner between the refrigerator
and the oven, the machine is white and glowing. I have to
squint to look at it. The machine is beautiful in some weird,
futuristic way. The machine’s sole purpose is to butter my
toast in the mornings. I don’t even like my toast buttered.
And even if I did, it isn’t like the machine can butter my toast
better than I can. The machine can’t even butter my toast
faster than I can. It is just that the machine has always been
here, in my kitchen, so I am going to use it. The machine
breaks at least every other morning. Here I am, in my work
pants, loosening and tightening bolts. There is so much
butter on my hands. Toast decorates the floor. I could easily
butter my own toast and be at work on time. But the machine—I
spend hours trying to fix it. Finally, around noon, I receive
my morning toast. The machine extends it to me with hands
made of metal tongs. The butter is on the wrong side of the
toast. I cannot eat it. I give the machine a little kick; oh well,
we’ll try again tomorrow. I arrive at work four hours late. No
one notices.
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C. GAGE WILLIAMS

Soul Food
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BLYTHE DAVIS

Sapling
How soft we have become.
In childhood, do you remember shucking corn and the husks
sloughing off splintery in your hands, and the pillows of grey
greasy smut plump under your fingertips Do you remember
icing blue crabs and shelling them alive, and the bubbles popping out of their snouts and their egg-eyes Do you remember
the spring when it would rain starlings
In childhood? We the three of us really two of us the third
was prostrate in the back seat would run over deer and possums and, once, a bear in the dark, and the headlights would
still shine and we would say Let’s keep going while the car
keeps running and we would grind onto the gravel driveway
in the witching hour The bump-bump-bump of the tires on
the rocks and depressions would rouse us, and you would
again not quite fall asleep at the wheel Do you remember how
we would point those headlights at the chicken coop and they
would spit their rays through a filter of viscera and fur
Inundating the wire fence and the rocket net and the live
trap in radiance and do you recall how those grimy headlights
would catch the possum’s panicked eyes Do you remember
the gutted?
Do you remember the pistol and the hissing and then the
not? And I say I used to be tough
In childhood. I sometimes hauled the trap across the road
and dumped a snarling cat in the woods and caught it again
the next day.
Do you remember netting sphinx moths and sliding them
into the freezer next to the great blue heron feet and the
venison sausage and the king snake in the icebox Do you
remember a dead, rigid swan on the ditch bank and do you
remember playing surgeon’s assistant, handing over the
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grocery bag gloves and the plastic fork scalpel Do you remember how sinewy how muscular how pliant the ribs how gelid
the gore on the frost-stiff dirt How clipping wings is no worse
alive than dead How quills or bird bones snap under scissors
or takeout silverware How bird bones are hollowed out
How we were planted in the soil, in underneath the soil,
below the air, in childhood we were that way, seeds and
tubers, twining up through the earth, twining up through the
dust, twisting and writhing and bending into the light, away
from the ground, away from the earth, away from the dirt,
away from the smut and the crab eyes, how we are losing track
of the frozen moths and we are cringing, how we are melting,
how we are softening.

BLYTHE DAVIS
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MAT SHANKUTE

Post-Feed Glow
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JAY MENDELL

a death in three parts
1.
beyond this first moment of meeting, our past lovers mourn.
we have to breathe into each other’s mouths, it’s the only way
we can breathe at all. in the echo of our passion, a world is
left behind.
2.
flies are buzzing around us. since when have we begun to rot?
our memories still whisper, they cry out to us in warning. after
the rain passes, what will the flood leave behind?
3.
does my grief taste like honey? is that what made you drink
of it so? under the cover of desire, we have taken that which
cannot be replaced.
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ARYK GREENAWALT

The Lathe
I watched my father pull logs
from the side of the road, watched him
haul them into his truck. He brought them to
his workshop and set them on the lathe. I stood there
and took it in, so much a mystery to me,
my father’s slice of spinning sun; my father
in his earmuffs, whittling away wood
into curves that were almost erotic.
I am learning to love buckets of rain
out on the porch, the smell of wet wood
filling every corner of the house.
I am learning to love the shape
of my body in the dark, my muscles like
a bowl gouge set to a lathe. I am learning
to love the swell of my skin, the places where
I don’t fit together quite right.
This body is built on water damage, on
wood shavings and shards of the sun
after a storm, on the way that under gentle hands,
even unfixable things can become beautiful.
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ALEXIS CHILDRESS

Under the Clouds of Shame I
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CAMERON MILLER

Ten Tall Tales of the Mythical Midwest
I. When a college junior’s car breaks down on the last day
of term, she abandons the clunker and joins three friends on
a road trip to Chicago. Reaching the Navy Pier, she imagines
she’s reached the ocean. Back home, her cruiser still
won’t start.
II. A smartass working nights as a fry cook walks out after
his shift one night to find fireworks engulfing the skyline in
every direction. Two weeks later, he hits the road, a stolen,
company-issued apron hanging from the trunk like a sail on
the open seas.
III. Four girls find love in the form of underage drinking and
the best damn waffles that side of Toronto. Years later, they’ll
plan a reunion tour, leaving behind new husbands in favor of
the other side of the border. Sadly, all of their passports
need renewal.
IV. An end-of-the-year camping trip reveals that while the
top half of the Midwest is always flat, the bottom half is not.
There are no undead serial killers in these woods. Rather,
hiking and marshmallows are broken up with the ghost of
loneliness present.
V. An author exiles himself to Ohio, where communities hug
together for warmth while the stragglers freeze with the corn.
Writing for dear life, the scribe aspires to seek his fortune
elsewhere, only to die fifty years later of corn beef with a side
of buckeye.
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VI. Once upon a February, a devout teenager watches her
congregation burn their minister at the stake for something as
simple as open-mindedness. Over the next decade, the church
collapses and the teenager reinvents herself as someone who
gives a shit.
VII. Two co-workers fall in love while working the registers
at K-Mart. Like any good rom-com, hilarity ensues. Bikes are
stolen, deer get lost in the hunting section, exes get whacked
over the head with a bat, and one very unfortunate five-yearold gets punched in the face.
VIII. A varsity football player steps down from Olympus,
tripping on the stairs on his way back to Earth. At his funeral,
the minister speaks in a hurried tongue. There’s another game
that night. Where will the mortals find hope if all of their
gods are off-field and mourning?
IX. A woman gets run off the road by a dairy cow at three in
the morning. Coming home from a third shift at the hospital,
she daydreams of years before. Of the plans to move to New
York, of the free trip to Japan she turned down to stay with
her beloved. Before long, her husband arrives, their son buckled into his car seat. Maybe things aren’t so bad here after all.
X. He’s always had heart problems, but he’s always had his
friends too. One gets married to a nice, young gal, the other
to an abusive bitch. They both move away while he walks to
the diner for his smoke and cup of joe. He makes that walk
every morning. Then, one day, he doesn’t.

CAMERON MILLER
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MIRIAM MOORE-KEISH

The Cat in the Window Display of a
Children’s Bookstore
There is always a cat in the window display,
a different cat each time I visit, I think.
Today it is orange and fat and
wrapping itself around the
“signed by authors” display
like a mink coat or a fur.
The cat could very well be a fur
but I see the little pouch of life
in the center of its belly—
the rise and fall—and sometimes
a quarter or maybe two-fifths of a wink
at the boy drawing a line down the cat tail
with the overgrown nail of a chubby thumb,
an imaginary navigation to only-he-knows-where.
His mother is holding their paper bags
(the clerk informed me that they
were made of recycled materials)
filled with new children’s books about elephants
going on vacation and penguins on the moon
and a mongoose who is allergic to raspberries.
She watches her son, a cartographer of cat fur,
reminding him that they should go
before the rain starts again.
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JESSICA VASS

Morning Ritual
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BELLA CRUM

On Believing There Is an Ancestor Who
Passes a Part of Their Unfulfilled Calling
Down to You
for Aunt Barb
I am six years old peering out of the crank knob windows that
open like doors,
the screens are in the shower for washing and Aunt Barb is
afraid I will tumble out.
I'm looking at the power line squirrels, is it safe?
I want to know how to cross danger like them;
wily and driven and brilliant, even on the exit.
She traveled to Los Angeles with a friend in her twenties.
I once heard about the big tarantulas in Hawaii
the way the office women screamed and hopped up
onto chairs.
Aunt Barb did not identify herself as one of the characters.
No one ever met a boyfriend, a husband, or a lover.
She said she couldn't be held accountable for making
dinner every night
when she could count her waking hours on one hand
most days.
We ate buttered egg noodles with peas every night on
416 W Barry Street,
where my wicker basket of stickers laid beneath the sill
holding newly rooting plants.
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On my birthday we ate cake and blew out candles and after
my bangs received a terrible trim
at the mercy of her perfectionist thumbs, the failure was
magnified by everybody.
I am thirteen, it is December tenth and I’m peering
out the expansive window of St. Joe's
beloved blue lingering outside,
a sailboat crossing just for her.
She said she didn't want to die in our home because it
would leave a bad memory,
but I'd like to believe it was so she could stay beside the lake.
A way to ensure her body would go where it always
wanted to most—
out into the water, where it could exist just the way
it was intended.

BELLA CRUM
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JOEY ARONHALT

Untitled III
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BRI JOY STEVENS

Letter from Salty Blue Mountain to
Yellow Warbler’s Nest
To be fair, I’m a miserable excuse for a mountain. You’re a resting place.
These faults are nothing but an obstacle
course for love. I’ve composed more valleys than
peaks, and the years that I remember were
anything but stable. I should’ve loved
a cardinal. Perhaps this plinth wouldn’t be
so prone to falling apart if I knew
the northern wind could navigate me by
means of a compass and red thread. Yes. Let
it be another. Or, make me crumble.
Let me be a stone in some penguin’s home.
Have me season something other than the
weather. Let the connections with those I
love be more than a collision. I wish
to form the way you form: survival and
devotion making love on some wayward
branch. If you should see the warbler, tell him
I envy his wings.
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KYLIE ENGLISH

Carnelian Cradle
Lids sprung spread:
toast, light-licked lashes,
needles. My sight crochets
rungs of trees and I think of
a world tipping itself over
for me to hang
toe-strung—
my limbs wind chimes,
my lazy mouth a little bell.
Vision weaves itself back
to my lap, the air sticking to me
like bug parts in sap.
I flutter, a stringless kite,
into the branches.
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MAT SHANKUTE

Caged Maw
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BRHETT HOLTZEN

Just Breathe
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HALLIE CHAMETZKY

Artist Bio
She is standing between a cactus and a cloud and she is
thirteen years old and in the sunshine. She is at the base of
a mountain which she cannot name and has many questions
which she has not thought of yet. She is eighteen years old
and by the waterside, both a beach and a cliff, and she is still
in the sunshine but less so. She has hair coming out of her
ponytail. She is looking towards herself and not seeing colors
or shapes, only angles. She is two years old, perhaps, and is
moving. She is in and out of fields, she is looking at barns
and hay bales, she is dressed in yellow and she is unafraid.
She is twenty and afraid. She is swaddled. She is staring into
a light bulb, which she did not screw in or turn on. Someone
did. She is making a guess about what is wanted from her.
She hopes to close her eyes soon and searches for fingers
which may fold her lids. She is first and foremost a figure in a
landscape. Between scenes, she sits down, catches her breath,
orients herself to the leaning, cascading room, and wishes
for a moment of cosmic stillness. She is aware of the ways in
which her body is beloved and reviled for its lightness. She
does not have a guess regarding what shape she will grow into.
She performs a short dance. She allows herself to be moved
by the way two turns to twenty, and she finds that she has
forgotten certain numbers along the way. She wonders what
nine felt like. She is considering becoming what she is not.
She is considering becoming a window in which passersby can
glance. She is considering becoming the moment when the
slant turns from uphill to downhill. She is considering becoming a woman. She is considering becoming the life left ashore
when the tide pulls out.
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CARLY MASTERS

The Elephant (No, it’s a Cat) in the Room

The inside of the bank smelled and looked like one of those
fancy hotels I’d walk into somedays just to use a bathroom
that was cleaner than most kitchens. Most of the banks I went
to had that clean plastic smell I associated with yet-to-be-sealed
envelopes—not bad, but a little boring—so this was a nice
change of pace.
“I’d like to make a withdraw,” I told the lady behind the
window, trying to remember proper bank terminology. Withdraw sounded right, but the lady had one of those faces that
didn’t give away any form of approval. She simply adjusted her
cherry-red bifocals and moved her head to get a better look
at something behind me. Oh boy, we were about to have that
conversation.
“Is that a blue cat?” she asked.
“Yeah, I believe he’s a Russian Blue,” I responded, taking a
little pride in the fact that all those years of watching Animal
Planet had finally paid off.
“No, I mean, he’s a very bright blue,” she said, studying
him more closely.
“I’d say he’s like, uh, I don’t know, cotton candy blue?”
interjected a well-dressed man carrying a stack of papers that I
decided were suspicious-looking into a back room that looked
equally suspicious in nature.
“I can’t believe that’s what you guys are focusing on,” said
a young woman in line behind me. “He’s huge.” I would’ve
guessed she was an intern for some intimidating organization,
based on her looks, but her tone suggested she was far too
confident for that position.
“Don’t say that,” I told her. “He’s been really self-conscious
about his weight lately. Makes him clingy.”
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“Well, he is a bit chubby,” pointed out Suspicious Sharp
Dressed Man.
“You’re all mean,” I chided. “Just be glad he’s too busy
squeezing the life out of that man to notice.”
“Carrion!” The Poker-Faced Bank Teller screamed. “How
did you get under there?”
“Well, I was trying to take my lunch break when this
massive creature grabbed me,” he explained.
“You see, he’s clingy,” I said.
“It’s quite nice, actually,” said Carrion, “being enveloped
by this mass of strangely-colored fur.”
“Really, though, Miss, you can’t just let your pet go and
attack someone,” said the bank teller lady, whose name tag,
for some reason, said “Bob.” That one really confused me,
but I didn’t want to seem judgmental or anything, so I didn’t
bring it up.
“Yeah, aren’t there leash laws?” asked the Intern Who Was
Probably Not an Intern.
Maybe “Bob” was short for “Barbara” or something. Man,
this was driving me crazy.
“For cats?” asked Sharp Dressed Man, whose nametag—I
was scoping out all nametags now—said “Sirius.” That name
made sense, and I was pleased.
“Well, I don’t think you can just bring your cat with you
wherever you go,” argued Not An Intern. She was a customer,
not an employee, and consequently did not have a nametag,
so I just had to keep referring to her with some variation
of “Not Intern.” She was really pissing me off at this point,
though, and I wondered why I was giving her this much
thought.
“You can if the cat’s a service cat,” I told her, really giving
it to her.“You look fine to me,” she argued. That was actually
really nice of her. I suddenly felt bad about being so rude in
my thoughts.
“I might look great,” I said, “but I feel horrible. You see,

CARLY MASTERS
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that cat pushed me down the stairs two weeks ago.”
“It what?” asked Sirius.
“It pushed me down the stairs,” I repeated. “I’d just come
home from a long, exhausting day of being around other
people, and I turn around, see this giant fluffy creature waiting for me inside my foyer, and bam, he pushes me down my
porch steps. All with an innocent sparkle in his eyes.”
“Why the hell did it do that?” asked a mildly overweight
man in a plaid shirt. He’d been silent up until this point,
waiting in line to do whatever it was he was here to do. Now
that I was really looking at him, looking him dead in the eyes,
he seemed a bit like the kind of person who’d rob a bank like
this—someone who’d go out of their way to look like a soccer
dad, an innocent but mildly irritated bystander. Honestly,
this guy made Sirius and his mysterious stack of papers seem
completely trustworthy.
“The thing is,” I began, eyeing the man warily, “about a
month ago, I accidentally pushed an old woman down four
flights of stairs.”
“Four?” asked Anti-Intern.
“We were in a rather tall building,” I explained. “Once you
get em’ going down the first flight of stairs, they just keep on
rolling.”
“Oh, that’s happened to me before,” Sirius suddenly said.
“It was kind of like skydiving, only I was falling through some
very painful clouds.”
He suddenly became very attractive to me. “Exactly.
Anyway, she wasn’t very happy about, you know, having to be
hospitalized and everything. She cursed me out.”
“I suppose it would’ve been hard not to curse at you in
that moment,” said Bob.
“No, I mean she actually put a curse on me. That’s why
Blue’s Clues over there keeps following me around.”
“Why didn’t he just leave you alone after he pushed down
the stairs?” asked Bank Robber in Waiting.
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“I wasn’t hospitalized after the fall,” I said. “I’ve got bruises
like you wouldn’t believe, but nothing too severe. I imagine
the cat’s going to leave me alone when the old lady’s discharged.
Or dies. Whichever comes first.”
“That’s a very specific interjection,” Bob pointed out.
“It’s entirely possible,” I assured her.
“Why are you here, Miss?” she asked. “What’re you going
to do with that money?”
“I don’t think you’re allowed to ask me that question.”
“How about me then? I don’t work here,” asked Interns
Anonymous.
“I don’t see why not,” I replied. “But I still don’t have to
answer.”
“You’re going to kill the old woman,” said the Presumably
Dangerous Man in Plaid, flabbergasted.
The accusations began to enrage me, and I left in a
dramatic rage, the giant blue cat following me on the way out.
It seemed my nephew wouldn’t be getting a hundred dollars
for his birthday.

CARLY MASTERS
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SARAH HILTON

Contact
Is painful—rash behind the knees, soapy hands
and gnawed cuticles. Contact is painful unless it is a scarf,
knitted. I want contact at the neck that will hold
and not bite, wrapped around twice, supple and not
suffocating. I want tomato soup touches coming to
a soothing boil, touches I can carry
in my wallet to a 9 to 5, touches that settle
with the dust on the windowsill. I want
contact for the lone girl on the jungle gym, the bowlegged boy in dance class. I want contact to squeeze
when I’m sitting in the waiting room. Touches that I can wear
to cover the creases of my body. I want contact
I can grope against my chest and wear like a breastplate,
contact that won’t gut me with a melon baller. I want to open
to the touches like a cocoon from the navel, a body
that does not stack up like a brick wall. I cannot bear the
contact
unless it is balm on lips and over the leg, sun, rain against
shoulders,
a window opening, sometimes to breathe and sometimes
to live.
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TONY SMART

Grace
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ARYK GREENAWALT

Venus Rx
I.
I remember standing in summer camp med lines, where one
by one the children would stick out their tongues, to prove to
the nineteen-year-olds pulling pillboxes from crinkling Ziploc
that we had not hidden tablets in our mouths. At eight, I
knew the risperidone tablet made me easier to love, locked
the anger up inside my ribs; I knew that I wanted the love of
girls with train-whistle voices who held me against the playground woodchips and laughed, so I swallowed the white pill,
smooth as a pebble or a tongue, and opened my mouth.
II.
Years later and I am still downing pills, olanzapine, lithium.
I swallow Venus whole, just another pill for love: her smooth
legs, her seductive yellow glow halfway to her zenith, and she
climbs out of my mouth like a second tongue. How I choked
when the boy I loved stuck his tongue down my throat, as
though to tease mine out and consume it. I found
Venus in the bathroom while dry-heaving into the sink.
She watched me in the mirror, her inscrutable eyes dark
as the winter midnight I was born on. Make me someone
who will not gag on the ways people say I love you. I swallow
Venus but she climbs out backward, in work boots, holding a
pill bottle, a rope around her arm. She takes my hand in hers,
still wet from my saliva, and says, We have work to do.
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III.
Capricorn and Venus hold me between them on a lifeboat
while night falls, ropes tied to stern and prow, both tugging
me away from shore. Capricorn has never been inside my
throat and Venus has never been out of it. Venus says I am
looking for a love that is bigger than myself and Capricorn says I
will bury you beneath my ribs, I will hold you beneath the sea while
you struggle for a thing to call desire. It leaves me dizzy, leaves me
in the middle of the sea with nothing to do but capsize and
swim for a shore where I will no longer be too much to love.
And there she is, on the bank, with dry hands and Greek
chiffon, eyes dark under the moonlight as she stoops over me,
touching my hands with a lover’s tenderness, while Capricorn
unhooks my fingers, one by one, from the wharf.

ALLISON STEVICK
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SARA KARIM

untitled
do you pronounce “academia”
like
“macadamia”
because I do
it reminds me of the taste
I could not describe
not nuts
but spice. A tingling
creeping up my neck
forcing me to say
“a feeling, like bubbling up, kind of spicy, but it’s not taste
really, it’s the burning of my skin,
tight
against your skin”
do you say “academia”
the way you say
“anemia”
because I don’t
I am vegetarian
and it is already my life
so futile, the choices that we make up ourselves
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RILEY OSBORN

levitate
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MELISSA NEWCITY

Mabel’s Tomatoes
The day we visited the nursing home,
lunch was served: boiled chicken breast,
garden peas, and an iceberg salad
topped with cherry tomatoes.
Mabel wheeled her cart around to the window
where the lilacs her grandson and I brought her
collected the sunlight’s weight
on the curve of its petals.
From her dresser, Mabel pulled out a tiny
pair of scissors, shredded her meat,
and halved her tomatoes, as if she had always
required smaller bites for consumption.
She explained with each tremoring spoonful
how Mrs. Grace down the hall was gaining weight
how Jimmy put on a show whenever his breakfast
didn’t arrive exactly at a quarter past eight
how Mrs. Morris looked just like her mother,
that Mrs. Morris said the same of her.
As she spoke, I couldn’t help remembering
how my mother once fashioned a garden bed
from an old swing set, grew zucchinis there,
and squash, and tomatoes, all of which
she would have trouble chewing one day.
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Next to Mabel’s grandson,
I held my hand in my lap, as if Death
scolded me for the years I had left.
Under his scrutiny, I took notice
of the busy hummingbirds
feeding outside the window, the pink
azaleas which choked the fence,
and the bright red flesh
of Mabel’s tomatoes.

MELISSA NEWCITY
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OLIVIA KHURI

Lucid Obsession
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VICTORIA JIMENEZ

my friend inside the apothecary’s cabinet
on 21st and Baker
the stiff shrew, once fleshly warm, now stands at ease on the
vendor’s dusty shelf,
howling into thin air, frozen by time and evoked by violence—
his fur stony with epoxy, and his needle-threaded tail tucked
tight.
filthy fingers of the fetishist-taxidermist once poked and
prodded as stainless steel on
warm organs and lipids, gouged from his sack of a body and
sitting in tupperware.
no longer blessed with the chance to baptize in the cold soil
and putrefy alongside his friends and full bellies of berries—
this scavenger now commences a souvenir life.
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FLANNERY MCALEER

Hiding in the Dryer
My heart goes like a fat bird.
I want you to find me.
My body curves limply
like someone falling through air
but I am caught and cradled,
rolled inside a metal ball.
I am the little breathing pupil
in a mechanical eye.
The ocean moves in my ear
like when mom showed me
how seashells have an ocean in them.
It is like winter here and everything
is white, the white so big it dazes you.
I am nobody if you can’t see me.
I float in white air with no face,
just breaths coming and going,
until you find me and your voice
makes the cold metal tremble.
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JONATHAN AUSTIN MCDANIEL

Transcendance
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EVAN WILLIAMS

In the Custody of Omnivores
it is visiting hour with Papa
pb&j from the steak place for the vegetarian
we talk about his blueberry habit
for weight loss
about how damn good his steak is
would a blueberry steak sell
at that famous deli up in New York
what’s it called anyway
we went there once when I wasn’t
a vegetarian ate open faced sammies
subsisted on nothing
but blueberries for days and played
ping-pong for exercise cleanse
we broke the last ball stepped on it
by accident in the tiebreaker volley
were forced to use the biggest blueberry
you’d ever seen of course
it exploded from the inside out
on the serve into about a billion tiny bit
she pushes his steak to the side
half-finished mother-in-law whispers he withers away
the waiter takes the plate
I smell blueberries I feel blue
Papa starts to become blue
what’s the score it’s your serve Papa
soft serve comes out he turns his nose away
his paddle grows slow serves weak
he couldn’t even bust a blueberry at this rate
mother-in-law whispers again
he withers away then
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he is gone I am
alone in my underwear comparing the blue of my
skin to the blue of a blueberry
they’re close and I am playing
ping-pong with no returns wondering if
I might go back to eating steak if that could bring him back.

EVAN WILLIAMS
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MIRIAM MOORE-KEISH

Thawing from the Bottom Up
Growing up on hardwood
floors, feet left footprints
of remembered warmth,
atoms excited.
The ground memorized
my place by the window,
the finite heat renewed
by returning toes to their ditches,
thawing from the bottom up.
My bed used to forget me
in its surface area
of frozen white sheets so
I found home pressed to your skin.
I have a new bed now
that is too small to forget me
igniting between threads,
burrowing into a canyon,
a rift in the mattress,
my ribs a wedge cutting it in two.
Maybe if I had hardwood floors
I could return home.
But maybe there is a magic in trees
and maybe the letter you sent me
remembers the heat of your hands.
Maybe my hands remind it of you.
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HEATHER HURTT

Ophelia II
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TONY SMART

Lazy Day
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MIA DIFELICE

creation myth for the manic pixie
dream girl
i am used to holding small forms & hiding.
my hands made for delicacy / fingers shape
minutes / mold them in own image. widen
wavelengths / shake prism like eight ball /
grow nascent / near-embryonic /
never found-type being.
i thread green with grin / blonde with beauty /
a self-made man. marriage in tangled
web / cat's cradle and carved / this light-eyed
dawn / hand enclosing spaces / i exhale
like zephyr.
we all have our private endeavors.
workshops embedded in life line / love line /
seal between pinky and palm. i breathe into like
adam / cleave rib like eve / until those
northern lights are mine.
a genesis.
the work of a small god.
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MIRIAM MOORE-KEISH

Outside a House Trying Not to Be Empty
I sit outside my house.
It is trying not to be empty
and failing.
A wind chime rings
but I can’t tell from where,
absorbed into the air
by osmosis maybe.
A whip-poor-will calls.
I always thought it was a
“whipperwill” but now
I wonder who is Will?
Does he know his pain
is in every song?
I can’t tell if the warm
January breeze is the daughter
of Georgia or global warming
but it pushes a fly
onto the page of my book.
He sits on a P but maybe
it is a D. There is a fly
covering it, after all.
And the sun is in my eyes
and poor Will is in my ears.
I think about praying for him
but decide against it, I don’t pray,
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my mouth a church,
the steeple of my soft palate
echoing songs that worship words.

MIRIAM MOORE-KEISH
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OLIVIA BARRETT

Imprint
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QI’ANG MENG

I Send a Letter to Hong Kong without
Telling My Girlfriend
First things first: keep it secret. Buy a pack of kraft paper
alone, tear up the receipt, take exactly two pieces out and
place the rest on the topmost corner of the bookshelf. Better
cover it with travel brochures.
Remember, ink the quill pen meticulously, write in a tiny
font, and spell every single word correctly all at once, without
confounding the punctuations. Purge the drafts.
Burn them.
Start with, “Dear,” out of courtesy. Otherwise, do not show
any intimacy. Talk about life, movies, quantum physics. Never
suggest a therapy—it won’t help. At least mention her, say she
is fabulous.
Make sure that the glue isn’t messed up. Seal the envelope
in silence, seal it tightly. If she asks for a day out, say the
weather seems unpromising. If she questions the writing, say
philosophy paper.
And walk out in an early morning. Stay alert while heading to
the post office. Don’t pay attention to squirrels,
unless a back somersault occurs. If she happens to
hang around
near the post office, tell her it’s just to an old friend. Finally,
double check with the cashier how many stamps are
needed for a letter to arrive in Hong Kong,
so that it’ll never come back.
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STEVEN SPROTT

I Am Unclean
The wind blows as if to say
“good day stranger, these molecules will never meet you again”
Tic
Tic
Tic
the
slow
solemn
clock
says
you might always be alone
and I never feel at home
without my clothes on.
I like to drink from my own cup.
Scrounge through your fridge for
lonely food.
I smell the rain on the wind
knowing I’ll do no good
and clear no confusions.
Wallpaper pattern swirls and
climbs its vines but repeats
and steadies when you focus
on it.
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Close your eyes: and the neon
outline breathes and writhes
and slithers about itself, and
the walls alive writhe
about your neck, small
shoulders, slipped under smocks
to slide itself around legs, thighs,
and cry out with it inside.
Open your eyes:
only the wind outside.

STEVEN SPROTT
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IZIK MOORE

Beautiful Noise
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XENA WOLF

the “phoebe philosophy”
i think we have twin telepathy she told me,
not for the first time, even though we’ve both
spent so much time rolling our eyes at anything
that we can’t see right in front of us that
you’d think we couldn’t see anything at all.
maybe jupiter and the moons all gathered
just right and pointed us the perfect way I replied,
and even though we laughed along our script,
we still both knew, not for the first time,
that i was only pretending to be mocking,
that through our trusty twin-telepathic bond
(separated though we were by fifty-five whole days)
we could believe right along if we wanted, because
why the hell not, and sometimes the stories where
two little girls slice open their unblemished palms and
put their bloods together and something is changed forever—
sometimes those styories are just exactly the kind to believe.
those were the stories i always read and wanted
to believe, when i was little, when we were little,
and we both wanted it (not for the first time)
so we decided to let ourselves have
just exactly what we wanted—
even without bleeding.
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RILEY OSBORN

hers
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BRI JOY STEVENS

a year in haiku
i.

vi.

colorblind artist.
you can love him but he won’t
see things the same way.

good god, the girl is
ripe but stains you the way
poetry stains people.

ii.

vii.

sometimes all the war
wants is to feel regret.
sometimes war hates itself.

I am giving up.
if I cannot have you,
at least the poems will.

iii.

viii.

let Icarus wonder how
you kissed the sun
without romancing death.

the sea is too heavy;
all the girls I have been,
weary and drowning.

iv.

ix.

these boys smell like “father.”
like “take back your rib,
rid ourself Delilah.”

sometimes the war is
a person who has learned
everything on their knees.

v.

x.

again, no answer.
this tree could suck a planet
dry, or: I miss you.

fuckboy says “bang.”
there is nothing I am better
at than playing dead.
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xi.

xii.

the only problem
with wanting
is the part about feeling wanted.

I left before we fell
into something we almost
mistook for love.
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BRI JOY STEVENS

EVAN WILLIAMS

The Botanist Seeks a Child
There is a man in the Nova Scotia bowels who
grows tangerines
in winter and winter alone
when he peels them he opens the world
inside the fruit’s skins are not fruits but children in full
bloom
like embryos fully formed and language-competent
with hands and legs and ear canals
the children awaken and say dada let us come out and play
we’d so like to enjoy the snow
but the snow is too harsh for Vitamin C Babes
so they do not come out to play
back in the ground now the man waits for a spring
which will never come
to release his beloved children into the world
the permafrost puts off this smell
like what a synesthete might taste in a hesitant rain
tangy metallic with subtle citric tang
the soil stinks like salt and musk of man
like auto parts and the spare petal left on a forget-menot ripped apart by he-loves-me-nots but know that
the man does
love the children greatly and of course this is why
he grows them nurtures them hopes and replants them
the pity is they will be forever bitter
forever underground never
sweet frozen in such an idyllic forever
nursery.
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CHEUNG SHUN KIT

Illusion
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JONCE MARSHALL PALMER

Sweet Tea
condensation over clear glass
I wonder how Granny always
managed to
keep
things
together
bedrooms kept like museum
exhibits, a plethora of appointments
and birthdays, a pile of sedans
caked in rust grazing in the pasture
sugar
water
black tea
ice
heat
time
she teaches me how to scramble
an egg, split peas and white linen
the horses used to come until
they were found belly-up within
draft
copper
shotguns
uniforms
time
how Paw-Paw always seems to
leave everything in decay,
rowsof potatoes and corn the only
thing safe from his leaking garage
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fishnets
water
chamomile
heat
time
I guess the only difference between
us is I live in my own leaking,
a garage where vinyl goes to warp
a pasture where songs go belly-up
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HEATHER HURTT

Stained Glass
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CECILIA SAVALA

rebel
my Midwest proclivities
at odds: 1. Politely ask the serviceman
to turn off the football game
being broadcast on 24 inch screens
2. DeBussy’s “Le Mer” on corded headphones
that came with my phone. I
don’t have Angry Birds or Brooks and Dunn
downloaded. I’ve never seen This is Us.
3. When my mom calls
about dropping off some green tomatoes,
leftover; homegrown,
I balance 1. laptop, 2. used paperback
creased open to Terrance Hayes’s
“The Things-No-One-Knows Blues,” 3.
64 oz hot pink water bottle, and eye
the free suckers in the basket
in the corner, register colors
but not flavors, the asterisk wrapped plastic,
the artifice that presides
over the foam rivers and their hard-boiled egg smell.
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UGONNA-ORA OWOH

Belonging
At birth, my mother promises my sisters a river that
would drown them out of this thigh.
As late teens, they recite their sins, my mother serrates
the good language in their mouth
and tells them to say a name too beautiful to describe,
too beautiful to keep them alive.
Black grazed elbows, a bead of prayer around their necks.
At Cyprian church, all three of my
sisters sing in the choir and buy the form to enter
the convent. My father wears anger
in his blood, warns my sisters to each have a
boyfriend before summer resurrects
the dust and dust becomes a morning full of boys
too handsome to be buried inside their bodies.
At winter, I sneak into my father’s room and drink the
political scotch and drink the memory
of my father stealing a bullet for his boss. I get drunk
and begin to touch my favorite body part,
places the nun in the church teaches that God sneaks out
of us if they are played. I scream God out
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when there are rooms filled with surrender. My immediate
elder sister calls me faggot when she
catches me playing vogue and there are a lot of answers to
give my father. At Christmas, I turn fourteen
and still don’t watch romance movies. A boy in the street
kisses the air to my face and repeats the
four words we are denied to inhabit in our mouth. At the
last Sunday of the year, I refuse to take
the holy communion and my mother starves me all day,
forces me to tell her what sin denies me
from keeping the bloodline of Christ safe in my body,
I refuse to tell her and run down the
street to get my last kiss for the year, from a boy—I didn’t
know his name. I swallow his saliva and
refuse to break the kiss in the empty shadow staring at
what we do next to our bodies.
When he tries for sex, I remember a temple I mustn’t
destroy if I had to live, I rename Christ my spouse.
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UGONNA-ORA OWOH

CHLOÈ MCMURRAY

Boredom
You rest your hand on my thigh,
this cranked up iron—
how long can I stand it?
How long before it leaves a mark?
The sticky heat of your body next to mine,
the pull of my hand to your knee, to your thighs to your—
the sharp intake of breath—
how long before you scream?
Xylem and phloem drifting in the sunlight slants.
I’d count them but I stopped
counting sheep when you told me I could
wake you up when the wolves came back.
Mumblers keep me awake at night
but I never knew what they were called
until you chased them all away.
How long before I can’t resist
to run after them—a child’s hand
on a hot stove, or a dog’s nose near
the biting end of a bee—curiosity kills cats,
boredom kills us all.
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UGNE SPUDYTE

Melting Sun
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NIEL ABSTON

Emotionless
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SARA KARIM

a perhaps-bag
in Russian, it’s pronounced [ah-vos’-kuh]
a netted string bag
fully exposed
perhaps carrying a glass bottle of whole milk
a stick of butter, government cheese
no,
not melted plastic distributed somewhere else
Russian, or Soviet government cheese
is not plastic.
frothy almost, you can taste full fat
you can taste the grass-fed camaraderie of a village cow
you feel the glazed gaze of a factory worker
even when you get less than one person could taste
you share
the cheese
that can see;
and everyone else can too—
what you don’t have
or worse
all that you do
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KATHERINE STEVICK

Lemon-Ginger
Three weeks.
When the clouds finally part I throw open all the windows,
Adrift in an ocean of cold, windy sunlight.
At night, shadows spilling in through still-open windows:
The scent of cold mud and night rain.
In the kitchen, I slice carrots into fat, orange moons that glow
In the lamplight.
Fresh ginger tingles my nose.
The scent of lemon zest clings to my palms,
Chasing away the chill.
Outside, life stirs in new beginnings.
Tress, half-waking, trace creaking black fingers
Across the sky, dream of summer’s
Burden of apricots, so many blushed golden orbs,
Sweet velvet on the tongue and honey in the air.
I shall wash my sheets tomorrow,
And hang them out to dry in the stiff March wind.
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SARAH GOFFNEY

Notes from Herself I
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C. GAGE WILLIAMS

Southland Growing
Dogwoods and peach trees will bloom soon,
Patching white-pink beauty across highways
And state lines where rusted kudzu-covered
Signs spread lies that bite like sand flies.
Voices rise over backseat bus rides and echo
Through the Alabama green grass hills:
We Dare Defend Our Rights as long as we are white.
Charleston-white paint peels from crumbling
Plantations while Proud Boys chant in the streets:
While I Breathe, I Hope blood and soil, now we choke.
Mississippi magnolias stand proud in a crooked way
Over the Delta where toads and Jim-Crows sing:
By Valor and Arms racism is just a part of Southern charm.
In Georgia, thrashers warble from the mountain loblollies
Down into the dusty peanut plains where old words grow again:
Wisdom, Justice, Moderation welcome to the new nation.
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ALEXIS CHILDRESS

Under the Clouds of Shame II
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ROSS MCWATERS

Roaches Can Climb into Bed
with You
My father, in poor humor and timing said to me, “If you two
can live together and still keep your hands off of each other,
that could be indicative of a larger problem.” He stood with
his arms crossed and eyed the 9-foot-tall window in our
bedroom.
“Why are you moving your beds anyways? Seems this uses
up too much space.” They were lined up side by side, seperated
by two feet created by a shared nightstand. However, I pushed
mine to the back corner and hers to the opposite corner. The
room now had a zig-zag to it that required mindfulness for
mobility in the small space.
“Elaine’s idea,” I said. He stuck his lip out and his jaw
came with it.
“What, did she want to be able to see you while you two
were talking late at night?” he asked. I didn’t answer. “I’m
not making fun of you or her or women or your decisions... I
know that there’s little a woman will roll over for in a bedroom, and to look at you while they’re talking is something.”
“You’re not wrong,” I said.
“How would you know?” he asked and I didn’t answer.
“Y’know, you need a frame...” He waited on me to argue, but
I knew I needed a bedframe. “Roaches can climb right into
bed with you.”
The first night we moved in, I stared at the lofted ceilings and
exposed piping for hours, aware, awake, wanting to jump into
the bed next to mine and turn Elaine on her stomach with
my hands on the small of her back and her face in the pillow,
turned to the left, pleased underneath her wavy blonde hair.
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Her skin was tan, and in the mornings, from across the room,
the sun coming through the window radiated from her. With
all the room to grow beneath the 12-foot ceilings, she appeared
to be a sole sunflower in full health.
“Couples who live together before marriage have a 60%
higher chance of divorce,” she said. Elaine, propped on an
elbow and spectating me from the bed she slept in, pushed
to the opposite corner of mine, did not take off her reading
glasses or put down her book. She did not wait for a response
and returned to reading. 60%? I wonder if the book
said, “If you two can live together and still keep your hands
off of each other, that could be indicative of a larger problem.”
It’s possible.
The only time she joined me in bed was the night after her
personal library got soaked. She had her books lined on the
sill of our large bedroom windows. One morning, she drew
a book from the shelf and found it was soaking wet. Sure
enough, all the rest were too. The water ruined many of them,
and the ones spared had lost all of her annotations. It was
cold then, and condensation from the massive windows ran
down into the pages. She crawled into my frameless bed and
lay there and we did not exchange a word.
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RO SS MCWATERS

JASMINE FRIERSON

Aquarius
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JOSHUA DASSA

The Parrot
There’s a photograph of Cartagena on the man’s desk who
I’m fucking. It’s clasped in a plastic frame with a plastic parrot
perched in the right-hand corner craning its beak over the
tops his family members’ heads. Today, I imagine the parrot
is a haircut beauty pageant judge. “Sun-bleached bowl cut, six
out of ten!” it’d say to his son. “Dyed mahogany hair and fake
eyeliner freckles, three out of ten!” it’d say to his wife. “A buzzcut? Practical and bold, nine out of ten!” it’d say to the resort
waiter in the background approaching with a tray of something greasy wrapped in checkered paper. “Bald? That’s no
decision, two out of ten!” it’d say about the man I’m fucking.
That’s no decision, I’d say about the man I’m fucking. Practical and bold, the man would say about the me he’s fucking.
That’s no wife! is what his son would say if he walked in on
this fucking. Something greasy! is what his wife would say if
she followed suit. I’ve been to Cartagena at least a hundred
times now. Each visit it’s older and more tired and I’m a bit of
the same. But each time I convince myself that if I look closer,
I might have something new to say about it.
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HALLIE CHAMETZKY

a poem about pain

is a castle with the bones still inside
each container holds only its due
and this is the trap
of the bones under the meat under the skin
the blood must swim, too, of course
of course, inside this story is a smaller one
and inside the small story is a map
to the oldest person who will tell you about the
war
and here it is
the story of our aching
the first pain was felt by a woman
who only wished to keep walking
(the container is almost always too small)
she walked in the river,
a familiar trick to those who ache,
carrying the skin of her back in her hands
and a child directly on the bones
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here is the message:
the war is over
the container is closed
the castle has always been hollow
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HALLIE CHAMETZKY

SARAH GOFFNEY

Notes from Herself II
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HALLIE CHAMETZKY

memorial
after CAConrad
with enough distance motion can look like almost anything.
could be a sprint, or a saunter, but even a prayer would work.
from here it looks like a stillness, one born in the middle of
a thought, surprising, stiff, close to living. it would be easy
to mistake for a grave, though the tall grass shows no sign
of footfall,
though here we are eye level with the dead,
maybe because we traced our finger along the path we took to
this place downhill
to the aching, silent river
and followed its stifled directions to the body we yearned
for, and regretted it. from close up enough a woman’s body
can look like almost anything. a mother, or a symbol, but even
a window will do. how she is built does not matter as long as
she does not crumble, as long as when she crumbles it is by
the right stone, as long as when we find her she is glistening
with gasoline dripping from her fingers and her womb into
our flame, as long as when she fuels us she does not say more
than is written. the burn could be living from here. a storybook alive with choices to make and people to trust, it could
go if it wanted to. not the trees, decidedly dead, decidedly
brown, nothing but what they are. the stillness of this place is
built from
mineral deposits and quarries and to us it
appears a miracle
white, and without fault.
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ALYSSA JONES

Have You Been Taking Your Meds?
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ALYSSA JONES

What Have You Done?
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KIMBERLY RAMOS

Dentures
Everything else renews itself in a timely manner:
twenty-seven days for skin,
ten years for bones,
and an astounding five minutes
for the thin cells of the stomach.
But the incisors say you should be more
responsible,
rot graffitiing the back
of the bicuspids.
When I was five I had three crowns
for the three caverns that I
acid burnt with kool-aid, sugar sliding
down the back of my throat.
I ate mud pies, cracked pebbles in the back
of my jaw. Did ugly
things with my mastication maw,
dirty words for a dirty place
of crumbs and old saliva and now
when you say
my teeth are pretty and straight
I can feel the phantom pains of wire lies.
I scheduled a dentist appointment on my own
for the first time
and my molars moaned their thanks.
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I brush so that I won’t lose a front tooth again,
so that my mother won’t have
another bag of jangling
teeth to keep in the basement with
all the other baby things.
Every time the sharpness counts out
my canines I feel the pointed
reminder of faulty
joints and connectors,
how night grinding takes off
layer after layer, atomic fragments flaking
on my tongue—
the metallic tang of blood,
my teeth f
a
l
l
i
n
g
one
by

one.
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is often influenced by her culture and favorite movies. In her
spare time, she likes to cook and travel as much as she can.
SARAH LINTAKOON

is a creepy but not villainous individual who
grew up in Lawrenceville, Georgia. Currently attending
Georgia State University, she hopes to share her take on life
with whoever will listen through creative fiction.
CARLY MASTERS

has lived in Atlanta her entire life and
currently attends Georgia State University as a third-year
undergraduate student. She is a waitress outside of school.
FLANNERY MCALEER

resides in Atlanta, Georgia as
he studies at Georgia State University. Jonathan was raised in
Tifton, Georgia—located in the southern region of the state.
Jonathan yearns to bring out the form of beauty in various
subjects of the world through the art of photography.
JONATHAN AUSTIN MCDANIEL

is a senior at Union College studying
English and sociology. She won the Rushton Writing Competition for Poetry for 2017 and 2018 at Union. Her poetry
has been featured in The Albion Review, The Pikeville Review,
Across the Margin, and others. For five years, she has led a
creative writing and social justice group in her hometown of
Middlesboro, Kentucky which caters to minority group youth,
primarily those in the LGBTQ+ community.
CHLOÈ MCMURRAY

lives in Atlanta and currently attends
Georgia State University.
ROSS MCWATERS

is a young author who writes fiction and poetry
in all kinds of genres, from historical romance to contemporary
comedy. A current history major at Worcester State University,
Jay loves having the opportunity to dig into the past and use
the knowledge of bygone eras to help prepare for the future.
JAY MENDELL

QI’ANG MENG,

20, is an international student from China.
He came to the U.S. in 2016 and is currently studying
creative writing at the University of Pittsburgh.
is a writer and college student attending
Bluffton University in Bluffton, Ohio.
CAMERON MILLER

IZIK MOORE is

from Lilburn, Georgia, went to the Gwinnett
School of Mathematics, Science, and Technology for high
school, and is currently attending Georgia State University.
He likes to create digital, noise art, as he feels that the ordered

chaos that this art creates has a beauty in and of itself.
MIRIAM MOORE-KEISH, originally

from Atlanta, GA; New
Haven, CT; Southern Pines, NC; Louisville, KY; Bangalore,
India; and London, England, now lives in St. Paul, MN,
where she studies English literature at Macalester College,
takes more than one free sample at grocery stores, and drinks
a lot of tea. She released her first collection of poetry in
November of 2016. Her most recent publication venues include
Chanter Literary Magazine, The Pensive Post, The Southwest
Journal, The King’s College London Journal, Penultimate Peanut
Magazine, Collision Literary Magazine, The Remington Review,
Underground Journal, and The Sigma Tau Delta Rectangle.
is a senior creative writing student at the
University of North Carolina Wilmington currently perusing
poetry. She comes from Savannah, GA. She has upcoming
an essay soon to be published in UNCW’s Atlantis Creative
Magazine and poem soon to be published in University of
Pittsburgh's Collision Literary Magazine.
MELISSA NEWCITY

is from Roswell, GA and is finishing up her
last semester at Georgia Tech.
RILEY OSBORN

lives in Nigeria and attends the
University of Nigeria, Nsukka. His poems has been published
or are forthcoming in British Confingo magazine, Agbowo,
Pangolin Review, Eunoia Review, and Rigorous. He is a 2018
young romantics prize finalist and a 2018 Fowey prize recipient,
and he has been featured on Pride Magazine and Puerto Del Sol
Black Voices Series.
UGONNA-ORA OWOH

is a non-binary queer poet and
writer hailing from Allentown, Pennsylvania. They are
currently pursuing a degree in Spanish and Russian at Florida
JONCE MARSHALL PALMER

State University, hoping to use their degree for medical
interpreting, as well as writing and translating poetry. Jonce
uses they/them pronouns.
is a psychology and creative writing double
major attending Truman State University. She is originally
from Farmington, Missouri. She has previously published
work in Watershed Review and The Poet’s Haven.
KIMBERLY RAMOS

is a student at the University of Central
Missouri where she studies English education and is the
Editor in Chief of Arcade Magazine.
CECILIA SAVALA

MAT SHANKUTE currently

attends Georgia State University.
He would prefer to remain as enigmatic as possible.
is a student at Georgia State University from
Greensboro, NC and currently studying abroad during his
junior year at Northumbria University in Newcastle, England.
He studies English and journalism with hopes to be a writer.
VICTOR SLEDGE

TONY SMART is

an Atlanta based artist, born in North Carolina in
1960. He’s presently enrolled in the BFA program at Georgia
State University. He began exploring his talent for art at age
seven when he excelled at second-grade art projects. After high
school, he entered the military, which allowed him to travel
extensively, an experience that expanded his understanding of
art as a global community. It also exposed him to art and artists from around the world. Tony is passionate about art and
is accomplished in several areas of artistic expression including photography, sculpture, painting and writing.
is a writer and student from the Fraser
Valley, Canada. He currently attends University of the Fraser
Valley. His work has appeared in The Capilano Review’s online
STEVEN SPROTT

publication, ti-TCR, and the University of the Fraser Valley’s
journal, the Cascade Zine. Steven loves music and moving
about in the world.
is an art student from Ipswich, currently
attending Suffolk New College. She enjoys every form of art,
but mostly painting.
UGNE SPUDYTE

is an Oregon transplant, Portland Community College student, smol animal enthusiast, and funky disco
dream girl who falls in love with no one in particular far too
often. They listen to the same ten songs on repeat in their
beat-up Ford Focus, lovingly referred to as Violet. Bri Joy is
a Slam Camp alum and was a finalist in the Southern Word
Individual Slam for high school aged poets.
BRI JOY STEVENS

lives in Western New York State, not far
from Houghton College, which she currently attends. Ally is
studying English and mathematics, and in her free time she
enjoys writing and spending time outside.
ALLISON STEVICK

is a senior political science major at
Houghton College. She is obsessed with rather dry things like
land tenure and zoning codes, but also loves more traditionally poetic subjects like flowers, ecology, and travel. In what
little spare time she has, she likes to read and write poetry,
cook, and dream of warm weather and planting a garden.
KATHERINE STEVICK

is a poet from Liverpool, England. He
currently studies creative writing at Edge Hill University
where he is the recipient of the 2018 Rhiannon Evans
Poetry Award.
MICHAEL SUTTON

is a senior at the University of South
Florida, majoring in English and advertising. She has previously
JESSICA THORNTON

been published in Thread, USF’s undergrad literary journal.
She can be found on Twitter @whatnoimnotjess.
is an emerging fine art photographer from
Atlanta, Georgia. She is graduating from Georgia State University in May of 2019 with a BFA in photography. Her piece
in this issue, “Morning Ritual,” is from a larger photographic
series expressing the growing pains of familial acceptance.
Her mother and twin brother moved to Amelia Island to help
transition their grandparents to assisted living. The continuation of the image making is an effort to build a connection to
this new home.
JESSICA VASS

is a student at the University of Chicago; he
cannot properly wind a hose, and frequently burns himself
lighting candles.
EVAN WILLIAMS

is a senior English poetry student at
Georgia State University. Originally from Zebulon, Georgia,
he has been living and writing in Atlanta since 2014.
C. GAGE WILLIAMS

is a junior creative writing major at
Hendrix College in Conway, Arkansas. Shelbey is an Arkansas
native. Reading and writing have been Shelbey’s primary
passions for as long as she can remember. She intends to
pursue a career that allows her to engage with these passions.
SHELBEY WINNINGHAM

is an undergraduate student at Carleton College
in Northfield, Minnesota, pursuing a liberal arts bachelor
degree in English literature. She was born and raised in
Northern California, shifting between Berkeley and a small
farm in the coastal redwoods. She has worked as a staff writer
at the St. Louis Jewish Light newspaper and as a writer for and
editor of several college publications.
XENA WOLF

KATYA ZINN was

born and raised in Southern California and
is a performance poet and a senior at Lesley University in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. Her work has appeared in
publications such as the Merrimack Review and Silver Needle
Press. When not writing, she works with children with
multiple disabilities at Perkins School for the Blind, as a Title
IX educator for local universities, and in legislative advocacy
for a nonprofit focused on ending campus sexual violence. For
bookings or to follow her work, she can be found on
Instagram @zinnvisible.ink.

